UI donor for gifted dies at 88

By Lauren Dailey
The Daily Iowan

Karen Blank, 88, a significant donor to the University of Iowa, died Monday. The Daily Iowan staff writer reports on her life.

Vilsack defends English-only law

By Devondra Scott
The Daily Iowan

Gov. Tom Vilsack defended the English-only law Wednesday, saying it was a way to include Latino immigrants to learn the language. Critics of the law claim it is discriminatory and不利于minorities.

What's in a name? Grad student knows

By Versa Miller
The Daily Iowan

A graduate student at the University of Iowa has discovered the importance of a simple name.

Lark to reopen in I.C.

By Kellie Doyle
The Daily Iowan

Jim Kehl has announced that Lark, a popular restaurant in Iowa City, will reopen.

Arafat, Israel OK to end siege

By Susan Severson
JERUSALEM — Israel and the Palestinian Authority approved a U.N. plan Sunday that would allow Israel to treat Palestinian refugees in Gaza as refugees, and lift the siege of Palestinian President Yasser Arafat.

By Staff

Israel and the Palestinian Authority approved a U.N. plan Sunday that would allow Israel to treat Palestinian refugees in Gaza as refugees, and lift the siege of Palestinian President Yasser Arafat. The Israeli Cabinet met in a conference hall in the Israeli Cabinet building in Jerusalem.
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Visit https://www.dailyiowan.com for more articles on this topic.
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Dems cool hot budget rhetoric

By Mike Glover

Associated Press

IOWA CITY—Democrat Gordon Bajer on a three-day tour last week to see for himself what UI administrators had said confidence in either school President Thomas Beneke in the aftermath of an alleged attempt to obtain methamphetamine. According to police records, the three were charged with possession of a controlled substance, court records said.

"I have lost trust in most things," said one recent graduate.

"I think that the damage to our school's reputation is something that we will see for a long time," he added. "I don't see how it can be repaired."
Cardinal policy: Abusive-priest scandal could come to this June

By Ken Maguire
Associated Press

\[\text{WASHINGTON} \] Tuesday was a day of prayer about the sexual abuse crisis sweeping through the Catholic Church,\[\ldots\]

Iraq can wait, Daschle says

By Philip Rucker
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D., said Wednesday that the Senate will hold off voting on any resolution of the Israel-Lebanon conflict that is not bipartisan,\[\ldots\]

Dance Marathon

Help kids and get involved in one of the largest events on campus!

Moral Care Assistants lend a helping hand to one of 344 Morale Captains as well as promote positive family and dance relationships.

Available in locations: University Life (415 LMU)

www.uwo.ca/dancemar

Email ashley-perry@uwo.ca or karlee@uwo.ca with questions.

Applications Due: Monday, April 15 in 415 LMU
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Iowa has a chance of a sudden jolt to Wall Street. Argentina's troubles took a long time to develop compared with the profit squeeze that faces U.S. banks. They now have exposures to Argentina, led by Mexico's and Spain's, that equal or exceed many of the $141 billion in Latin American debt managed by the biggest U.S. investment fund, Long Term Capital Management of New York. The collapse of a giant American investment fund in 1998, even though American investors had a number of sophisticated defensive measures, indicated some insulation from the crisis so far. The U.S. economy also survived the 1980s Latin American recession, the Asian crisis, and the current U.S. recession. The U.S. investor had a number of nearly riskless financial instruments, for example, the Baa-rated Argentine sukuk, which investors bought between the 1980s and 1990s. The American banks and financial institutions that are exposed to Argentina's troubles have been the beneficiaries of a number of favorable non-economic factors that have already masked the impact of the crisis on their earnings and how they are reported in their financial statements. The financial markets are now beginning to realize that the bad news from Argentina may have much broader implications for the global economy. The U.S. remains insulated from Argentina's economic fallout.
LARK
Continued from Page 1A
however, said they wish the restaurant would have stayed open.
"I really think it was a pita fail," said Tiffine resident Robin McGarrah, who died at the restaurant "whenever he could." For the past 30 years, Abi-lowi had been a regular at the Larkin Lark in Iowa City is not as where many customers were accustomed to "bumpkin" prime ribs and union "rattles," he said.

Customers would sometimes see two or three looks to the restaurant's previous 20-seat location because only approximately 50 parking spots were available on University Avenue.

But lack of parking at the old site of Highway 6 was one reason he found the Iowa Lark less than attractive, "The Iowa Lark was no place for them," he said. Also, the Iowa Lark's location, especially the UI Hospital and Clinics and UI student housing, hasn't been as available as it was in the past.

"Now, we're even closer to campus," said former UI wrestler Francisco Ruiz.

Former UI wrestler Dan Gable and former Illinois wrestler кончил? stand together during the ceremony. The UI Wrestling Coach joined numerous attendees to pay tribute to the former UI Wrestling Coach on Friday night during the ceremony. The UI Wrestling Coach was honored for his contributions to the program and his impact on the wrestling community.

"Many people feel threatened by migrant workers taking jobs in Iowa's agriculture," said Jim Kharbush, the executive director of the UI Farm Bureau. "We feel that migrant workers are an important part of our economy, and we support their efforts," he said.

At the beginning of the speech, a Latino man shook his hand, seated a few feet away from the podium. "I am Latino myself, and I am very proud of being Latino," he said. "We are a part of this country, and we contribute to its success," he added.

"The Iowa Farm Bureau is in support of immigration reform," said Kharbush. "We believe that our country needs a workforce that is willing to work hard and contribute to our economy. We support legislation that will provide a pathway to citizenship for undocumented workers," he said.
Opinions

Proposed city ordinances unwelcome, undesirable

How many times have people been asked to reform the University.student conduct ordinances? How many times have critics pressed for a "fascist"-like city code that would ticket and evict students and landlords alike? How many times have the critics been proven wrong? Forty years ago, the idea of students setting up a citywide task force was once thought to be ticketed and the landlords welcomed more. Iowa City, however, has been called the "Million Man March," but it is also known as the "City of the Rake." The University and the City of Iowa City have a unique relationship with its student population. The most outrageous proposal even goes as far as to suggest that the city government should have the legal authority to regulate the purchase, possession, and consumption of alcohol. The First Amendment of the Bill of Rights guarantees people the right to peaceable assembly. This right covers more than just protests and demonstrations; it also extends to the freedom of speech, press, religion, and association. The right to peacefully assemble is a fundamental principle of our constitutional system and should be protected at all costs.

Letters to the Editor

Police should fight crime, not students

Large student parties are a reality on this campus, and the police department needs to adapt its tactics to deal with the unique challenges presented by these gatherings. The idea of students setting up a citywide task force is a solution that has been proposed in the past, but it has never been implemented. The city of Iowa City is its target group - students. The proposal will only be enforced if the students fail to comply, and the police will be given more power to enforce the law. This approach is not only ineffective, but it also goes against the core principles of our constitutional system.

Editorial

Students as "nuisances": the hidden truth

They have been called "nuisances" - loud music, bars, and even "trash." These terms have been used to describe student behavior, and they are often heard by UI students, and frequently used by them. The SIU recommendations included in the final report of the Neighborhood Housing Task Force have raised concerns among many residents. Many of the recommendations are aimed at reducing the activities that are considered to be nuisance behavior, which includes loud music, bars, and trash. The recommendations are intended to create a more friendly and safe environment for everyone in the community.

Amanda Mittlestadt

"If we could be parents to the City Council, we would follow the same principles..."
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**大气的场景：通过制作一个角色，重新诠释‘神父’的词语**

**By Kelly Kinder**

Amid the cultural landscape where there are a few stars shining, there is a city that is a beacon for the curious. In the small town of Johnstown, Pennsylvania, there are a few people who have chosen, along with their families, to lead into a way of making the world a better place. Furthermore, the city has been chosen, along with its prominent residents, to be one of the settings for the movie "Frailty." The plan was to put together a story in one night. The real product was called "The Little, Tall, which is included in the Gallery Space exhibition.

"Having this event almost like playing a cover song, it's paying tribute to people who have done this and we did it ourselves. This is a tribute to them," said Adita. Adita created a Day in the Air during his freshman year at the UC and has since published 13 issues that generally cover people opening up to the community. It's a way to see how other people have used the media of time in their art, and Adita learned that the UC's Office of Marketing was looking for artists interested in displaying their work in the library.

"I demonstrated that this wouldn't just be an event, but an event to bring people together especially after the suicides," Adita added.

Adita's own issue, a Day in the Air, was created, and Adita was pleased with the way his work was received. He has since made up the exhibit, which was the first of its kind in the state of Iowa, and Adita has since published a few other issues that generally cover people interested in displaying their work in the library. It has since been published several times, and Adita has since published a few other issues that generally cover people interested in displaying their work in the library.

"Each one is a snapshot of who I am at the time," he says. "I'm not trying to make political statements or engage people in conversation," Steadman added. The ability of the character to move from one setting to another makes it an interesting and engaging story.

---

**Walgreens**

'Frailty' is a low-budget thriller starring Bill Paxton and a young Adam Fenton Meiks, played by Matthew McConaughey. The film is directed by Paxton and an actor Bill Paxton Jr., who directed the first feature film of his brother, Adam, who just recently discovered directing talent as well. There are a few promising titles.

"[Adita] is a third soldier," Tanovic said. "He never seems to be even more foreboding aspects is how disturbing aspects is how disturbingly rational is how disturbingly rational..." It's this more foreboding that defines the plot and characters.

---

**Walgreens**

"I'm not trying to make political statements or engage people in conversation," Steadman added. The ability of the character to move from one setting to another makes it an interesting and engaging story.
Palestinian cult of martyrs increasing

By Hanna Mendel
Associated Press

JENIN REFUGEE CAMP, West Bank - Mohammed Assaf, 13, says he wants to die young. "I'll go to my death," he said recently, "in order to keep the operation," the seventh-grader said to a reporter in a chilled out environment that he says "it's not easy." The boy's 18-year-old brother, who lives in the West Bank city of Nablus, also talks of putting his life on the line to keep the intifada going. "One mother is fired more than the other as every Palestinian soldier, he says, there are 20 places for martyrdom. "But even if you go in a car, but when 800 rockets fall on

Noor Ahmed, whose brother was killed in a mortar attack on Sunday October 27 rocket attack, on Sunday shows off pieces of a rocket with a nephew Zakariah in Gardez, southeastern Afghanistan.

With a combined circulation of over 40,000 and an additional 4,500 direct mailed to every incoming freshman, this is our biggest edition of the year. The University Edition is your opportunity to reach thousands of new customers with one great buy!
**SOFTBALL**

Mother Nature pains Hawkeyes

By Todd Bromley

The Daily Iowan

There's not really anything to do. You can't build in a rain day, because having classes on Monday makes that a tough day.

— Gayle Stevins, Iowa hot coach

The other three, one against Wisconsin and a double-header with Minnesota Sunday, were canceled.

Rain washed away Iowa's chance of a sweep against the Badgers on April 27, when the sleet opened up in the second inning with the Hawkeyes leading 4-0. Four innings were needed in order for a game, and the mother Nature failed Iowa's place in the Big Ten.

Despite a horrendous second half, the Hawkeyes didn't have an open shot, so it was up to Robert Hurry to win it for the Los Angeles Lakers.

Hurry made a 3-pointer with 3.1 seconds left to wrap a forgettable last-minute contest, one that the Lakers had failed to finish before a three-game sweep of the Portland Trail Blazers with a 92-91 victory Sunday.

The Blazers, who have lost seven-straight playoff games to the Lakers for seven-straight years, and who are playing out the preliminaries. See . . page 50 during game 1.

An overtime victory over the Lakers Monday makes that score 1-1 in the series.

They do have two games to play to win the series, but none win.

The game went right and flung the ball to the Lakers, but they were able to make a two-run home run with Juan Cole Peterson, and Kobe Bryant didn't go up, and the Lakers didn't score any runs.

Despite a horrendous second half, the Lakers managed to put one on the board with Juan Cole Peterson, and Bryant didn't go up, and the Lakers didn't score any runs.

The teams are still managed to post man, making the game won 86-lead with 17.1 seconds to go, and the game won 86-lead with 17.1 seconds to go.
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Guerrero knocks ball, Cardinals out

**The weekend of the hitless wonders**

By Mike Fitzpatrick

Associated Press

From Fenway Park to Wrigley Field, Joe Maddon in Seattle, fans all around the majors were entertained by the weekend with the high drama of low-hit baseball.

With one no-hitter and a stone of three runs, it seemed as if every five minutes the TV broadcast would show a game was interrupted to out for a second or a third no-hitter.

Not even Nolan Ryan, who tossed a record seven no-hitters in his brilliant 27-year career, could have dreamed of the magic.

"I can't figure it out," he said. "I mean, you had a day like that, it's just the game of baseball."}

---

**QUICK HITS**

**NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION**

- The New York Knicks beat the Houston Rockets, 102-97, on Sunday night.

- Tim Hudson of the Boston Red Sox tied the all-time record for consecutive games with no hits with his 14th game on Sunday.

- The Los Angeles Lakers defeated the Portland Trail Blazers, 112-101, on Sunday.

---

**TRANSACTIONS**

- The Chicago Bulls signed guard Dennis Rodman to a one-year contract.

- The Atlanta Hawks traded forward Dominique Wilkins to the Los Angeles Clippers for a future draft pick.

---

**TODAY'S GAME:**

- The New York Yankees host the Boston Red Sox at Yankee Stadium.

---

**WORLD SERIES CHAMPIONS**

- The St. Louis Cardinals defeated the Boston Red Sox in Game 7, 3-1, to win the World Series.

- The Cardinals' World Series victory was their first since 1982.

---

**STATS OF THE DAY**

- The Cardinals had 12 hits and 9 runs in their 9-0 victory over the Red Sox.

- St. Louis pitcher Jack Clark allowed only one run in 6 2/3 innings.

---

**FOOTBALL**

- The New England Patriots defeated the San Francisco 49ers, 21-17, in the Super Bowl.

- The Patriots' victory was their second in three years.

---

**SCHEDULE FOR TOMORROW**

- The New York Giants host the Washington Redskins at 8 p.m. on ESPN.

- The Philadelphia Eagles host the Dallas Cowboys at 4:15 p.m. on Fox.

---

**HITTING STREAKS**

- St. Louis Cardinals catcher Tim Raines is currently on a hitting streak of 11 games.

- The Red Sox's Wade Boggs is on a hitting streak of 10 games.

---

**RECORDS**

- The Cardinals' victory was their 10th in 11 games.

- The Red Sox's loss marked their 40th of the season.

---

**NOTES**

- The Cardinals' hitting streak is the longest in the majors since the Cardinals' own hitting streak in 1965.

- The Red Sox's losing streak is the longest in the majors since the Dodgers' own losing streak in 1965.
N.Y., Toronto move to seven

By Ursula Real
Associated Press

UNIONDALE, N.Y. — In a sin-
gle minute, the longest game in NHL history ended with a playoff overtime win that could be key to the Islanders' chances of returning to the Stanley Cup finals.

It was the Islanders' first win in their first game against the New York Islanders since 1980.

The Islanders, who are trying to win their second straight championship, were playing without their star defenseman and captain — their first-round playoff victory against the Boston Bruins last year.

The Islanders won 4-3 in the first overtime period, with captain Bryan Berard scoring the winning goal.

The Islanders have been the NHL's best team since 1980, but they have never won the Stanley Cup.

This year, they are trying to win their fourth consecutive Eastern Conference title.

**SPORTS**

**Cariaditi-Less Fed Cup squad embarrassed by Austrians**

By Anna Pope
Associated Press

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Kick-
ing off the Fed Cup season in the most embarrassing fashion is nothing new for the United States.

After falling to Austria 6-3 in the first-round tie, the Americans were thoroughly embarrassed by the Austrians.

"They were obviously the stronger team," said American captain David Haggerty. "There were a few things they did that we didn't expect.

"I'm glad we didn't lose, but I'm not happy with the way we played," he added.

**SPORTS**

**New York Islanders' Eric Cairns, left, fights for the puck with Toronto Maple Leafs' Shayne Corson during the third period of their Eastern Conference quarterfinals on Sunday in Uniondale, N.Y.**

By John Marshall
Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — The New York Islanders are trying to win their first Stanley Cup championship since 1980.

They lost to the Islanders 3-1 in Game 4 on Sunday, and are now tied 3-3 in the series.

The Islanders have been playing well, but they are still considered underdogs in the series.

**SPORTS**

**L.A. haunts Avs into game 7**

By John Marshall
Associated Press

DENVER — Not again.

That's what the Colorado Avalanche players are thinking after losing two chances to close out the Los Angeles Kings in the first round of the playoffs in Game 6.

Avalanche goalie Felix Potvin won, 3-1.

Potvin, who was doing a superb job of keeping the Kings off the score sheet, finally gave up a goal in the second period.

"It's nearly identical to the situation in the last game when the Kings scored the winning goal of the game," said Avalanche player Joe Sakic.

"This is the second game in a row that we have lost in the first period," said coach Bob Hartley.

**SPORTS**

**French federation chief comes out fighting on eve of hearing**

GAILHAGUET, France (AP) — The French federation chief of the skating federation has come out fighting on the eve of a disciplinary hearing.

"We have the right to defend our rules and the reputation of our sport," said French federation chief Alain Gailhaguet.

Gailhaguet said he had been informed of the disciplinary hearing earlier in the day.

He refused to rule out appealing the decision at a later date.

**SPORTS**
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Iowa's win over Penn State clinched the Hawkeyes' first Big Ten team title in any sport since the football team won the Big Ten championship in 2002. The Hawkeyes won the meet, 5-2.

"We are very, very happy," said senior Troy凝聚．Iowa won the Big Ten title because Iowa's Eywodo was unbeaten in 14 matches this season and clinched the victory with a 6-0 decision at No. 6 this weekend. "It was a great win for the team and a great win for the program," said Iowa head coach Mike Verden. "We are very, very happy."
Iowa competes in only three finals

SPORTS

Strong throws lead Hawkeyes, again

WOMEN

Continued from page 1B
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**Iowa City, Iowa**

**Men's Domestic Help**

*The Snauzer: 3 Paws P.C.*

**POSTMAN**

Position: Postman

- Full-time position
- Pay: $15.00 per hour
- Hours: 7:00 AM to 3:00 PM
- Location: Iowa City, IA

**Responsibilities:**

- Deliver mail and packages to customers
- Maintain equipment

**Qualifications:**

- High school diploma or equivalent
- Valid driver's license and reliable transportation

**Contact:**

John Smith, 315-555-1234

---

**Summer Sublet**

**Roommate Wanted: Female**

- **Room Available:** June 1 through July 31
- **Location:** 1315 Niled Road, 319-555-5678
- **Contact:** Michelle, 319-555-5678

**Description:**
- Room includes a bed, desk, chair, and bookshelf
- Shared bathroom with another female roommate

---

**Summer Sublet**

**Roommate Wanted:**

- **Room Available:** June 1 through August 3
- **Location:** 200 West Burlington St., 319-555-5678
- **Contact:** John Doe, 319-555-5678

**Description:**
- Room includes a bed, desk, chair, and bookshelf
- Shared bathroom with another male roommate

---

**Summer Sublet**

**Roommate Wanted: Female**

- **Room Available:** July 1 through August 31
- **Location:** 310 Calvin Blvd, 319-555-5678
- **Contact:** Jane Doe, 319-555-5678

**Description:**
- Room includes a bed, desk, chair, and bookshelf
- Shared bathroom with another female roommate

---

**Summer Sublet**

**Roommate Wanted: Male**

- **Room Available:** July 1 through August 31
- **Location:** 310 Calvin Blvd, 319-555-5678
- **Contact:** John Smith, 319-555-5678

**Description:**
- Room includes a bed, desk, chair, and bookshelf
- Shared bathroom with another male roommate

---

**Summer Sublet**

**Roommate Wanted: Female**

- **Room Available:** July 1 through August 31
- **Location:** 310 Calvin Blvd, 319-555-5678
- **Contact:** Jane Smith, 319-555-5678

**Description:**
- Room includes a bed, desk, chair, and bookshelf
- Shared bathroom with another female roommate
Monday, April 29, 2002

For complete TV listings and program guides, check out Arts and Entertainment at www.dailyiowan.com.

**horoscopes**

**TAURUS** Monday, April 29, 2002

You're feeling lucky, it's your day. Good choices are available, but you had better think through the implications of your plans with loved ones.

**AQUARIUS**

Your ability to deal with your own affairs will be full of energy; if you feel you do not have the energy, you will be ready to take on the big push and to do your best to make a difference and to make a difference and to make a difference. You will be full of energy, but you had better think through the implications of your plans with loved ones.

**LEO**

The more you interact with friends and colleagues, the better you'll do. You should keep your eye on the ball and do your best to make a difference and to make a difference and to make a difference. You will be full of energy, but you had better think through the implications of your plans with loved ones.
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